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Review

The Alpher, Bethe and Gamow of IEF,
the alpha-Centaury of electrokinetic
methodologies. Part II: Immobilized
pH gradients

The present review (a follow up of Electrophoresis 2006, 27, 923–938 on conventional IEF)
highlights the developmental steps of the IPG technology, from a nebulous start limiting
the technique to just 1 pH unit intervals up to the description of extended pH gradients,
encompassing as much as 8.5 pH units. Although computer algorithms had been devel-
oped for optimizing recipes so as to obtain the most precise and most linear pH gradients, it
was also realized that nonlinear pH intervals, covering the pH 3–10 range, would be ex-
tremely beneficial in 2-D map analysis, since they would follow the pI distribution of pro-
teins in living systems. The synthesis of a number of Immobiline chemicals (the acryla-
mido weak acids and bases meant to be incorporated into the nascent polyacrylamide
chains) is also reported. The review ends with preparative aspects of IPGs, with the intro-
duction of multicompartment electrolyzers with Immobiline membranes.
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1 Introduction

Since this Issue is dedicated to the late Andreas Chrambach,
it is worth recalling here some of his contributions to the
field of IEF in IPGs. As described in my tribute to him in this
issue (Righetti, P. G., Electrophoresis, this Issue), although his
assays on IEF have been substantial, especially in the critique
to the steady-state concept, as contrasted by the experimental
finding of a constant decay of the pH gradient in time [1], his
work on IPGs has been minor, although he offered some
interesting technological insights, as reviewed at the end of
this manuscript. His main contributions in the field of elec-
trokinetic methodologies still rest on the ‘Ferguson plot’
analysis [2], multiphasic buffer systems [3], preparative
aspects [4] and on investigations on the structure and prop-
erties of synthetic (polyacrylamide gels) versus natural (agar-
ose gels) sieving matrices [5]. The emphasis of this review
will essentially be on IPGs, since conventional IEF in carrier
ampholyte (CA) buffers has been recently reviewed in a spe-

cial issue of Electrophoresis dedicated to Bertold Radola, the
navigator who stood at the elm of this journal for a quarter of
a century [6] (in that review one will also discover the mean-
ing of the curious title of the present article).

2 Symptoms of decay of IEF and the
rise of IPGs

The symptoms of decay were summarized by Haglund in an
article on the properties of Ampholine [7], the only CA buf-
fers available in those days, as listed in Table 1. It turned out
that the ‘phenomena’ (undesirable) properties in the long
run outweighed the fundamental and performance proper-
ties, to the point that the scientific community started calling
for a change. The discontent with CA-IEF was openly
expressed at a meeting I had organized in Milano in 1974 [8].
There, the pH gradient instability of CA–IEF came under the
magnifying lens of strong criticism [9–12], a panel of possi-
ble causes being discussed, but no remedy being found.
Another major point of concern was the use of CA-IEF as the
first dimension of 2-D maps. The big impediment here was
the erratic spot profile obtained with essentially any brand of
soluble CAs. There were no fixed stars in the firmament of
2-D maps: the apparent pI values kept changing, from batch
to batch of CAs and, of course, from brand to brand, as
manufactured by different companies (a chaotic synthesis, as
smartly devised by Vesterberg) [13]. The situation was so
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Table 1. Properties of Ampholine for IEF

Fundamental or classical properties

Buffering ion has a zero mobility at its pI
Good conductance
Good buffering capacity

Performance properties

Good solubility
No influence on detection system
No influence on the sample
Separable from the sample

Phenomena properties

“Plateau” effect; drift of the pH gradient
Irreproducible synthetic approach
Complex formation

frustrating that the Anderson’s recommended carbamylation
train standards for mapping the pH gradient course [14] and
even preparing large volumes of stock solutions of CAs,
obtained by carefully blending the various commercial prod-
ucts.

Back home, after the narrow escape at the Milano meet-
ing, LKB scientists started looking for a global solution to all
the problems of CA-IEF and they, indeed, devised the most
ingenious one: IPGs. In those days, though, they were not
quite called that name, but rather nicknamed ‘the smears’
(and that is how they were archived), since no decent results
were obtained, but terribly smeared zones coupled to all
possible artefacts that could not be understood. Thus, al-
though the concept had been already patented in Sweden in
1975 [15], the idea remained under naphthalin till 1980. In
that year, we joined forces with LKB scientists and with the
group of Professor Postel and Dr. Görg in Freising-Weihen-
stephan to solve the problems and tame the technique into
properly working conditions. These were two years of most
exciting and frantic work, meeting innumerable times in
Stockholm for progress reports and ironing out all the wrin-
kles in the system. This new work of art was unveiled on
April 22, 1982, at the electrophoresis meeting organized by
Stathakos [16] in Athens and acclaimed with standing ova-
tions [17, 18]. At least that is what we had hoped. In reality,
we presented these data to an almost empty room, since
most of the delegates had never been to Athens before and
opted to enjoy lovely spring weather on the Acropolis, the
Licabetto, the Plaka, strolling everywhere in the capital
except in the Hellenic Academy of Science where the meet-
ing was held. We were in good company, in this respect. I
could recall here what happened to the discoverer of Sepha-
dex, a resin that has accompanied our daily life in biochem-
istry for at least 50 years. In May 1959, at the 7th Bruges Col-
loquium, a triumphant Porath described to an attentive and
spellbound audience (at least he thought so) the magic of
size-based fractionation of proteins and peptides on dextran
gels [19]. Much to his chagrin, nobody in the audience asked
any questions or made any comments, so the birth of mo-

lecular sieving (which was explained by Porath as a size-de-
pendent differential penetration of solute molecules due to
steric hindrance) [20, 21] went largely unnoticed (a regular
trend in science, but to be pardoned in this particular case: it
was their first chance, for these poor northerners, to escape
the tight grip of winter, and they went down south swarming
the town and enjoying the spring weather).

3 Henderson–Hasselbalch, orate pro nobis

For the development of the basic IPG formulations and pH
gradients, we have to thank Henderson, who in 1908 dis-
covered the buffering power of CO2 and applied the law of
mass action into a classical equation that later on (1916) was
transformed by Hasselbalch, with the help of Sorensen’s ter-
minology, into a logarithmic form:

pH ¼ pK þ log
½A��
½HA� ¼ pK þ log

½conjugate base�
½conjugate acid�

It is by working on this ‘tandem’ principle (one buffering,
one titrant ion) that we were able, in 1982, to tabulate 42
narrow IPG gradients (spanning 1 pH unit, with increments
of 0.1, starting at pH 3.8 and ending at pH 8.9) [22]. In those
days, thus, we thought that we could only generate narrow
(1 pH unit) and ultra-narrow (down to 0.1 pH unit) IPGs and
that IPGs could only be used for cases requiring extra re-
solving power, which CA-IEF could not possibly solve, due to
instability of pH gradients and paucity of buffering species
in such very flat gradients. The two techniques would thus
have to coexist, with IPGs coming into play only where and
when CA-IEF failed. Even calculating and optimising these
42 recipes was not an easy task, as shown in Fig. 1. In fact, for
obtaining a quasilinear pH interval, one would have to
arrange for a 1 pH unit span centred on the pK of each buf-
fering Immobiline (the weak acrylamide acids and bases that
could be grafted onto the fibers of a neutral polyacrylamide
matrix). Since only seven such chemicals were marketed
(pK 3.6, 4.4 and 4.6 as weak acids and pK 6.2, 7.0, 8.5 and 9.3
as weak bases), only seven such pH gradients could have
been generated. This is shown in the left panel of Fig. 1:
when the mid point of the generated pH interval is the pK
value of the buffering ion, the molarity of this compound is
kept constant along the titration interval and a gradient of
titrant ion is adopted to reach the two extremes of the desired
pH interval. This occurs when using ‘orthodox’ principles in
titration analysis. We soon found out, though, that being
‘unorthodox’ paid handsomely. As shown in the right panel
of Fig. 1, if one changes simultaneously the concentrations
of both, the buffering and titrant ions, a much larger variety
of pH gradients can be generated, amplifying the total from a
mere 7 up to 42 useful IPG spans, as discussed above. Yet,
even when adopting this smarter approach, we were still
trapped in the deadlock of 1 pH unit spans. Henderson–
Hasselbalch, even when devoutly ‘praying for us’, could not
help devise any wider pH gradients!
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Figure 1. pH gradients with
midpoint (inflection point, pHm)
centered or removed from the
buffer pK. Left: the simple case
in which pHm = pK; right:
extreme case in which
pHm = (pH = 0.5 pH unit). Solid
lines: pH gradients; broken
curves: b-power courses; broken
and dotted lines: concentration
courses of buffering Immobi-
lines; dotted lines: concentra-
tion profiles of titrant Immobi-
lines.

4 Peterson and Sober, the power of
exaggeration

It was in the summer of 1982 that, in collaboration with Dr.
Dossi, Dr. Gianazza and Professor Celentano, we started out
to solve the problem of generating wide IPG gradients. At the
beginning, nobody had the faintest idea on how to tackle the
problem. Finally, after a long literature search (in reality not;
it was my vivid recollection of this instrument when, as a
young post doc at MIT, I was spying in the lab of Hamish
Monroe the behavior of this unique mixer, whose stirring
paddles looked to me like the flabellum used for blowing
wind on Pope Pio XII when he was crossing, like an Egyptian
Pharaoh, the Bernini colonnade in St. Peter’s square, pom-
pously enthroned on the sedia gestatoria) we started out with
a pestiferous but most admirable gadget, a nine-chambered
mixing device designed by Peterson and Sober in 1959 and
adapted to the Technicon Analyzer for amino acid elution
[23]. If the nine chambers are filled equally with nine differ-
ent buffering solutions, of appropriate pH and molarity, it
can be demonstrated that the elution profiles will be as
depicted in Fig. 2: only the solutions in the first and last
chambers will exhibit an exponential decay, reaching zero
concentration in the middle (chamber 5) and only the solu-
tion in vessel 5 will show a symmetrical distribution (a
dumbbell-shaped function). In all other chambers the elu-
tion profiles will be skewed, with the distribution curves of
chambers 6, 7 and 8 being the specular images of vessels 4, 3
and 2, respectively. Such a complex experimental set-up was
devised for optimising the elution of free amino acids, from
protein lysates, from sulfonated polysterene columns. It can
be appreciated, in fact, that 18 peaks are fully resolved, as
indicated by the vertical lines, marking the elution position
of each of them at a precise composition of pH and ionic
strength of the eluant. An important lesson was learned from

this graph: if we were to place in each chamber a different
Immobiline, in order of increasing pK, titrated to increasing
pH values (in fact, close to their pK values), by elution under
appropriate conditions we could not only generate a linear
pH gradient, but could also confine each Immobiline species
to the pH interval in which it would exhibit maximum buf-
fering power. On a hot and humid day in July, 1982, the late
Dr. G. Dossi appeared in my laboratory with the gadget
shown in Fig. 3: a five-chambered mixer in which five of the
seven Immobilines were used as buffers (a single species in
each chamber) and the remaining two as titrants (the pK 3.6
acid for the three bases and the pK 9.3 base for the two acids)
[24]. It was one of the most curious gadgets that ever circu-
lated in my laboratory: the stirring helixes were driven by the
electric motor shown on the right, and were rotating clock-
wise and counter-clockwise, respectively, a feast to the eyes!
We made at least one basic mistake, though: we used two
acids (pKs 4.4 and 4.6; note that later on the first one was
withdrawn from the market), with adjacent pKs, in the same
mixture, so that we could never straighten up the acidic end
of our pH gradient (too much buffering power, as we learned
afterwards). For that matter, we could never maintain a linear
course even at the alkaline extreme, and that was our second
error, to try to titrate the upper end to a pH outside the last
available pK.

This approach was clever in a way, but required laborious
manipulations and too much care in handling so many dif-
ferent solutions, so we suspected it was bound to end up in a
dusty corner in a Science museum. The same feeling was
expressed by LKB scientists, when we approached them with
our solution. Users would be already upset at having to use a
two-chamber mixer, imagine a five- (or even worse, a nine-)
chambered apparatus. Ultimately, we had to solve all equa-
tions with a two-chamber gradient mixer, as routinely used
today in daily practice.
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Figure 2. Composition of the
eluate from a nine-chambered
gradient mixer in terms of the
contribution of each buffer in a
single chamber (numbered 1–9).
The vertical lines represent the
elution position of each amino
acid from the Autoanalyzer
when using a Varigrad for mix-
ing the eluant buffer (modified
from Peterson and Sober, see
[23]).

Figure 3. View of the five-cham-
ber gradient mixer of Dossi et al.
[24] (the stirring pad block is lif-
ted). Letterings: (a) electric motor
(power = 3 W, 24 V a.c.); (b)
reduction unit (60 rpm); (c) driv-
ing gear (nylon, 80 mm diameter,
80 teeth); (d) transmitting gears
(30 mm diameter, 30 teeth); (e)
ball bearings housing (rigid dou-
ble crown; od = 22 mm, id =
15 mm, h = 7 mm); (f) stirring
paddles (Plexiglass spiral, 70 mm
long, 20 mm top and 12 mm bot-
tom width, fitted in the hub of a
cylindrical block); (g) Plexiglass
block with five cylindrical cham-
bers; (h) pins for fastening the
stirring paddle unit to the multi-
chamber block; (i) air vents; (j)
supporting feet; (k) screws for
attaching the feet to the block; (l)
outlet pump; (m) drain tubes and
(n) connecting tubes (by permis-
sion from Elsevier).

5 Smooth and rough seas around Cape
Hatteras

In a series of papers, spanning quite a few years of efforts
[25–36], we have described and refined a computer approach
able to calculate and optimize any possible extended pH

interval, from 2 pH units up to the widest possible one
(which can cover a span of pH 2.5–11). How to arrange for
linear gradients, though, was not a simple issue and could
not be easily deduced from literature data. We finally found
two rules. The first one was to arrange for an even buffering
power (b) throughout. The latter could be ensured only by
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ideal buffers spaced apart by DpK = 1, as illustrated in
Fig. 4A. With a DpK = 1, the line exhibiting the behavior of
b-power along the pH gradient (fraction number) is quite flat
(smooth sea; upper dotted line with minimal ripples). As the
DpKs are increased, peaks and valleys of b-power become
more pronounced (rough seas! See the strong oscillations for
DpK = 2.5, solid line in Fig. 4A). Conversely, nothing is
gained if the DpKs are progressively decreased below 1 pH
unit, since already at DpK = 1 a very linear pH gradient
(deviation 60.003 pH unit, see Fig. 4B, dotted line oscillating
around zero) and a fairly smooth b-power are obtained.
However, at rather high DpKs (2.5), the deviation from line-
arity can be as high as 60.015 pH units (Fig. 4B, solid line).
What is detrimental to pH gradient linearity, therefore, is an
uneven distribution of the pKs of the buffering Immobilines.
One practical consequence was thus immediately apparent
to us: when generating extended pH gradients, Immobilines
of pKs 4.4 and 4.6 should never be mixed together, since this
would produce locally too much b-power and thus flatten the
gradient in the pH region close to these pK values (after
realizing that, LKB Produkter discontinued the production of

the pK 4.4 species). However, even with the extended set of
10 Immobilines that we described (see below), there
remained substantial gaps among some buffering species,
notably between the weakest of the acids (pK 4.6) and the
weakest of the bases (pK 6.2), with a DpK = 1.6; a second gap
being present between two neighbouring bases, pKs 7.0 and
8.5 (DpK = 1.5). Under these experimental conditions,
orthodox titrations (i.e. keeping the molarity of buffering
Immobilines constant in the two vessels of the gradient
mixer) would not produce optimal pH gradients, since
‘holes’ of buffering power would have to be filled by increas-
ing the amounts of the buffering species bordering the larg-
est DpKs. Here too, we soon found out that ‘unorthodox’
titrations (i.e. varying the Immobiline concentrations at
whim in each vessel of the gradient mixer) were the best so-
lution for obtaining the smoothest possible pH gradients
with negligible deviation from linearity. In this last approach,
in fact, the variation in concentration of the different Immo-
biline species along the width of the desired pH gradient
results in a shift of each buffer apparent pK, thus bringing an
evening out of the DpK values.

Figure 4. Profiles of buffering power (A) and deviation from linearity (B) as a function of DpKs of ideal Immobiline buffers. The optimal
concentrations of fictitious buffers (bases), with pKs differing by 1, 1.25, 1.66 and 2.5 pH units were calculated so as to cover the pH range
4.5–8.5. The resulting courses of b power (left panel) and deviation from linearity (right panel) are shown as a function of DpKs. The inset in
panel A is a plot of the percentage variation, in comparison with the case DpK = 1, of the ranges of deviation of pH (left-handed scale) and of
b (right-handed scale). Simulations obtained with the computer program developed by Celentano et al. [30] (from Gianazza et al., see [25],
by permission).
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A second, most important rule was soon learned for obtain-
ing linear, extended pH gradients. Given the set of only 6
Immobilines available in those days (lowest pK of 3.6, high-
est pK of 9.3) it would have been impossible to generate
extended pH gradients even in the pH 3–9 interval. This is
clearly illustrated in the simulations of Fig. 5. For reaching a
pH as low as 3.0 at the acidic extreme, one could only use the
pK 3.6 Immobiline, the most acidic species then available.
However, since this compound would act simultaneously as
buffering ion and titrant, the resulting pH gradient would be
strongly bow-shaped, this deviation from linearity extending,
in fact, all the way up to the alkaline extreme, although in a
progressively reduced fashion. Only with a strongly acidic
Immobiline (pK 1.0) one could obtain a pH 3–9 gradient
with minimal or negligible deviation from linearity. The

Figure 5. Effect of changes in the pK of the acidic titrant. A refer-
ence Immobiline mixture was titrated to the same pH value with
fictitious acids whose pK was 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5 pH units
lower than the gradient limit (in this case, pHmin = 3.5) and the pH
course was calculated for the five cases. The insert is a plot of the
percentage variation of deviation from linearity as the titrant’s pK
increases. Simulations obtained with the computer program
developed by Celentano et al. [30] (from Gianazza et al., see [25],
by permission).

same would apply, of course, also at the basic end. Thus, we
soon learned that, for generating the widest possible pH
gradients, one would need at least two additional Immobi-
lines, comprising not just weak acids and bases, as those
commercialized in those days, but at least one strongly acidic
and one strongly basic compound, having pK values removed
by at least 2 pH units from the two extremes of the desired
pH interval. These species would only act as titrants and
could not possibly be used as buffering Immobilines. Their
synthesis was soon described by us (see below) and thus
made extended IPGs, for the first time, a reality to be used in
daily laboratory practice.

6 A democratic pH gradient: myth or
reality?

Having devoted so many years and efforts to the develop-
ment of linear pH gradients, one day we realized that per-
haps this was not the best solution if one wanted to adopt
such gradients for proteome analysis, i.e. for 2-D separations.
In those days, 2-D maps were carried out essentially by using
CA-IEF in the first dimension. This technique did not allow
for pH gradient engineering, i.e. for manipulating the shape
of the pH gradient. However, for a general case involving the
separation of proteins in a complex mixture, such as cell
lysates, linear pH gradients would be the worst possible so-
lution. We had computed, in fact, the statistical distribution
of the pIs of water-soluble proteins, that is plotted in the inset
of Fig. 6 [37]. From this histogram, given the relative abun-
dance of different species, it is clear that an optimally re-
solving pH gradient should have a gentler slope in the acidic
portion and a steeper profile in the alkaline region. Such a
course was calculated by assigning to each 0.5 pH unit
interval in the pH 3.5–10 region a slope inversely propor-
tional to the relative abundance of proteins in that interval.

Figure 6. Nonlinear pH 4–10 gradient. Dotted line: ideal; solid
line: actual pH course. The shape for the ideal profile was com-
puted from data on the statistical distribution of protein pIs [37].
The relevant histogram is redrawn in the figure inset (from Gia-
nazza et al., see [26], by permission).
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This generated the ideal curve (dotted line) in Fig. 6. It can be
appreciated that the recipe adopted for generating such
nonlinear gradient, one including the strongly acidic titrant,
most closely followed the theoretically predicted course (solid
line in Fig. 6) [26]. What is also important here is the estab-
lishment of a new principle in IPG technology, namely that
the pH gradient and the density gradient stabilizing it need
not be co-linear, because the pH can be adjusted by localized
flattening for increased resolution while leaving the density
gradient unaltered. Though we have considered only the
example of an extended pH gradient, narrower pH intervals
can be treated in the same fashion. It can be appreciated that
IPGs brought ‘democracy’ for the first time in electrokinetic
processes. Linear pH gradients, in fact, would penalize acidic
proteins, jammed in the overcrowded zone of the pH 4–6
region, where .60% of all proteins focus [37]. The nonlinear
IPG of Fig. 6, by strongly flattening the crowded region, and
offering a sharp upward turn at alkaline pH values, gives
‘equal rights’ to the entire population occupying the given
pH course. Needless to say, this nonlinear profile is by far the
most popular in today’s 2-D map analyses.

7 The Immobiline chemicals and the Iron
Curtain

We have seen that, at the onset, LKB Produkter had released
seven Immobilines onto the market, soon reduced to six
when the uselessness of the pK 4.4 was demonstrated. Yet,
we soon discovered, via our simulations, that quite a few
more species were needed, especially if one wanted to extend
the IPG technology to wide pH ranges and to pH extremes.
We thus set out to describe the synthetic routes of conven-
tional Immobilines (whose formulae were a well-kept secret
in the LKB company) as well as to devise new species not
covered in the commercial products. This process too took
quite a few years of work [38–44]. At the end of this long
process, we wrote a review with the funny title ‘The Immo-
biline family: from vacuum to plenum chemistry’ [45] in
memory of the fact that, although at the beginning there
were too few species, now we had too many (but it was also a
veiled parody of the ‘Plenum’, i.e. those oceanic meetings
that the Russian Communist Party organized regularly in
Moscow, and that all satellite parties behind the iron curtain,
and also in the free world, had to attend, lest they would be
‘excommunicated’). The end results are summarized in
Tables 2 and 3, that give a (partial) list of the Immobilines
that have survived in present-day technology. It can be
appreciated that we have extended the pK range, by
introducing, besides the six LKB Immobilines, a more acidic
pK 3.1, as well as a more basic pK 10.3 species. In addition,
we have dug out from chemical catalogues (especially Fluka)
two additional compounds, a strongly acidic titrant (nominal
pK 1.0) and a strongly basic titrant (nominal pK .12) both
pK values having been adopted for computational purposes.
Thus, the entire set of species, enabling us to fine tune any

Table 2. Acidic acrylamido buffers

pK Formula Name Mr

1.2 2-Acrylamido-2-
methylpropane
sulfonic acid

207

3.1 2- Acrylamido-
glycolic acid

145

3.6 N-Acryloyl-glycine 129

4.6 4-Acrylamido-
butyric acid

157

Table 3. Basic acrylamido buffers

pK Formula Name Mr

6.2 2-Morpholino
ethylacrylamide

184

7.0 3- Morpholino
propylacrylamide

199

8.5 N,N- Dimethyl
aminoethyl
acrylamide

142

9.3 N,N- Dimethyl
aminopropyl
acrylamide

156

10.3 N,N- Diethyl
aminopropyl
acrylamide

184

.12 N,N,N- Triethyl
aminoethyl
acrylamide

198

ultra-narrow to most extended pH interval, is an arsenal of
barely ten different chemicals, a far cry from the hundreds
(in fact thousands) unknown chemicals constituting con-
ventional soluble CAs.

This know-how, accumulated over the years, was gath-
ered following some remarkable efforts and sometimes tre-
mendous defeats. The first setback we experienced occurred
suddenly in the spring of 1986. Our pet toy had been steadily
growing into a user-friendly science and superb separation
tool, when we were faced with disaster, as first reported by
Hochstrasser’s group [46]. They had lamented substantial
losses of polypeptide chains larger than 100 kDa, when
analysis of human sera was done in 2-D maps, exploiting
IPGs in the first dimension. Suddenly, we also found mas-
sive precipitation of large proteins, to the point at which we
set up a ‘ferritin precipitin test’ to check the various bottles of
commercial products. We soon discovered that this unwant-
ed phenomenon was due to the presence of oligomers in the
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alkaline Immobilines (possibly extending to 10–12 residues
in length) [47–50]. If the content of these contaminated bot-
tles was mixed with large proteins, they would precipitate out
of solution, since the oligomers would act as a crosslink. We
even recommended that users should pretreat alkaline
Immobilines with a C18 cartridge that would efficiently
eliminate these higher Mr species. Finally, a second genera-
tion of CAs was introduced into the market: the acidic spe-
cies were laced with an inhibitor; the basic ones were dis-
solved in an organic solvent, n-propanol, an efficient inhibi-
tor of polymerization [51].

8 Piazzolla’s bandoneon

The Immobiline technology also offered some unique pre-
parative performance, an aspect not so much exploited in
electrokinetic methodologies. When we started working in
this direction, we made all classical mistakes of beginners in
the field, i.e. polymerizing thick and wide polyacrylamide gel
slabs, focusing proteins into this matrix and eluting them in
a variety of ways. This was a dead-end street, of course:
recoveries were poor and proteins were heavily contaminated
by ungrafted monomers (such thick gels could not be
washed as customarily done in analytical IPGs). We learned
one lesson, though: at progressive matrix dilutions, much
higher protein loads could be applied [52]. This finding was
later exploited for producing IPG strips for 2-D mapping in
‘soft’ polyacrylamide matrices, able to accept higher sample
loads and to permit focusing of large Mr proteins [53, 54].
One could try to push this idea to the extreme, and find ways
to perform preparative IEF in a liquid vein: that is how mul-
ticompartment electrolyzers (MCE) with isoelectric mem-
branes [55–57] were born. This fractionation technique did
not seem to meet the favor of users, although a commercial
instrument had been produced by Hoefer. Perhaps the fab-
rication of membranes was not so well understood by the
users, and they felt the technique was too complex and
cumbersome; it is a fact that the MCE methodology was not a
success. Although for the whole decade we published exten-
sively on all sorts of applications and purification of r-DNA
proteins, nobody seemed interested in picking up the idea.
Then, in 2000, the MCE concept took up momentum, as we
realized that it could be used for proteome prefractionation
and miniaturized the instrument [58, 59]. It had been
lamented up to present times that 2-D maps could only see
the tip of the iceberg, the vast mass of the proteome being
‘submerged’ and subtracted to the scrutinizing eye of the
classical 2-D approach. Yet, when prefractionation with the
MCE was applied to entire cell lysates, the results were
astonishing. For instance, by properly exploiting this pre-
fractionation device, Pedersen et al. [60] were able to capture
and detect much more of the ‘unseen’ yeast membrane pro-
teome. Here is a summary of their results: 780 protein iso-
forms identified; 323 unique proteins (genes) detected, of
which 105 were integral membrane proteins (33%), 54 were

membrane associated proteins (17%), 159 were total mem-
brane/associated proteins (50%) and 90 were proteins with
CBI ,0.2 (27%).

An interesting variant of the MCE has been described by
Ros et al. [61] and termed Off-Gel Electrophoresis. The Off-
Gel technique comprises an IPG gel placed in contact with a
thin flow chamber such that the gel forms one chamber wall
with a small section of the pH gradient being exposed to the
flowing solution (the flow direction being perpendicular to
the pH gradient and electric field). Under operation with an
applied electric field along the IPG gel, the sample solution is
recycled through the chamber so that charged solutes
(including amphoteric compounds whose pIs are different
from the pH of the exposed IPG gel section) penetrate into
the gel matrix and are thereby removed. The solute of inter-
est remains in the circulating sample solution. Off-Gel pro-
tein fractionation in a multicompartment device without
recycling fluid has also been described [62].

Part of the miniaturized instrument developed by us is
shown schematically in Fig. 7. In this exploded view, two
terminal electrodic chambers are used to block, in between,
three sample chambers, although the electrolyzer can be
built with up to eight chambers, accommodating, in be-
tween, the isoelectric, buffering membranes used to define a
given pH interval in which a set of proteins, having pIs
encompassed in between a set of two adjacent membranes,
will be trapped. Thus, as you assemble the instrument with a
variable number of chambers (thus expanding or contracting
it), you might hear the exciting music of Astor Piazzolla, the
maestro of Argentinean tangos, playing on his bandoneon
(an accordion) some milonga or contromilonga or, perhaps, a
‘Balada para un organito loco’.

9 Chrambach’s contributions in
the IPG field

Here I will briefly recall some of Chrambach’s contributions
to the field of IPGs, with some due criticism. In a couple of
papers, his group proposed adding conventional CAs for IEF
to the Immobiline matrix [63, 64], an idea that had just been
proposed by my [65] and Altland’s groups [66]. That was a
smart idea, indeed, as witnessed by the fact that it is still very
popular today, but I suspect that his group recommended it
for quite different reasons. Chrambach preferred gel tubes to
slab gels. IPGs had to be washed, dried and reconstituted
with sample, prior to the electrophoretic run itself. By form-
ing mixed-bed, IPG-CA gels, he could use ‘tube gels’ as such,
without all the lengthy manipulations involved in our
recommended procedure, since ungrafted Immobilines
could be driven out of the gel (although neutral polyacryl-
amide monomers would not and could still contaminate
and alkylate-SH groups of proteins driven into such matrices)
[67]. We suggested CA-IPG gels for other reasons: first of all,
for impeding potential hydrophobic interactions between
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Figure 7. Exploded view of the miniaturized
multicompartment electrolyzer operating with
isoelectric membranes. An assembly with only
five chambers is shown, the two extreme ones
being the electrodic chambers and the three
central ones sample chambers. The isoelectric
membranes in between adjacent chambers are
not shown. The apparatus can be assembled
with up to eight chambers (by courtesy of Pro-
teome Systems Ltd.).

membrane proteins and the IPG matrix, since the neutral
surfactant adopted in these days would adsorb CAs and
become zwitterionic [65]. Secondly, because it provided the
much needed buffering capacity to native samples when
entering an Immobiline gel. Most proteins collected in
native form are stored in NaCl and/or phosphate buffers,
components that are lethal to any IEF technique. Any salt or
buffer constituted by strong ions would generate, in an elec-
tric field, strongly acidic and basic boundaries that would
very rapidly denature any native protein [68]. This phenom-
enon is aggravated in IPG matrices, since the sample,
applied as a liquid droplet, is not and cannot be buffered
prior to physically entering the fibres of the IPG matrix,
where the buffering ions are incorporated. Addition of free
CAs is thus strongly beneficial and provides the much nee-
ded buffering power in the transient state. We in fact have
always recommended that samples applied to any focusing
matrix should only contain weak acidic and basic constitu-
ents. Another Chrambach contribution was to devise a
motor-driven gradient to provide small volumes, rapid stir-
ring and delivery, strict volume and temperature control and
air exclusion [69]. This too appeared to be an interesting
contribution, although I suspect that it was never adopted in
daily practice, since most users much preferred the conven-
tional open two-chambered device with gravity flow, at least
until commercial IPG strips were made available. Even for
commercial production of these strips, I suspect that com-
panies use the computer directed burette system and pro-
gram described by Altland’s group [70].

Finally, Chrambach’s group has also elaborated on the
adsorption of large proteins onto IPG matrices. They also
found that five large proteins (phycoerythrin, ferritin, urease,
b-galactosidase and thyroglobulin, all in excess of 220 kDa)
were strongly adsorbed by IPG gels [71, 72]. Partial allevia-
tion was obtained by adding CA buffers and also partial
reduction was experienced by eliminating the oligomers of
alkaline Immobilines, but no complete extinction of the
phenomenon could be found. This is still one of the con-
troversial aspects of IPGs: large proteins, even by today’s
technologies, still enter the gel with difficulties, no matter

how hard one tries to alleviate the problem. We have now
reported that the use of soft gels (from the commercial 4%T
gels down to as low as 3%T) greatly lessens the phenomenon
[53, 54], although it might never be possible to fully eliminate
it. The problem, finally, might simply reside in the fact that
large proteins are able to interact simultaneously with sev-
eral of the charged groups grafted into the gel, a cooperative
phenomenon that might not be fully abolished under any
experimental condition.

10 Conclusions

I hope I have given in this overview a decent survey of how
IPGs were born and evolved, and what the major evolu-
tionary steps were during their development. IPGs are here
to stay, I suspect, since rarely a technique was born that could
offer so much with such a simple experimental setup and a
simple chemistry. In a way, it was the natural evolution of
CA-IEF, although it came via somewhat twisted and unex-
pected ways. Although, in fact, today IPGS are by far the
preferred technique in 2-D analysis, and wide-pH-gradients
are routinely used, it is astonishing that, when invented,
nobody ever expected to be able to develop such extended
IPG recipes. It was thought that the technique would be con-
fined to 1 pH unit intervals. Looking at it in retrospection, I
believe that, although the development of these wide pH
ranges took considerable efforts and quite a few years of hard
work, it was worth every minute dedicated to the project.

Are there any new developments in sight? It is hard to
say, but at least I can recommend some things to avoid. One
aspect that in fact I would not want to develop is the idea of
IPGs in a capillary format. Many distinguished American
colleagues asked me about that and I am sure that they also
tried very hard. The fact that nothing is published so far
suggests that this is one of those nearly impossible tasks not
worth pursuing. Why not? For the same reasons why
Chrambach failed when insisting on casting IPGs in a “tube”
format. Whether it will be a cylinder of regular format, or in a
capillary format, the technique is bound to fail because
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nobody can expect to extrude the gel from inside the capillary
and wash it. Of course, one could prerun it with sulphydryl
compounds in order to eliminate unpolymerized monomers
and other noxious material. But the problem would still
remain: in a capillary format, true gels are quickly deformed
by the electric field and rarely they can be used more than
once. In fact, nobody today would want to run gelled matri-
ces in a capillary lumen: the right way to do it is to fill this
lumen with sieving liquid polymers, that can be replaced
after each run.
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